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WOULD YOU PLEASE LISTEN
This project is inspired by healing. Specifically, emotional healing 
following sexual violence. Though a personal project, this is more of a 
quiet exploration than a deliberate expression.



RESEARCH

pride | shame

reveal | hide

undress
intimate 
human form



RESEARCH

Surgical recovery; healing from a brutal invasion of the body.

Stitches and casts hold flesh together and support the body.



RESEARCH

Physically restraining the body can further hold and support but 
reflects a powerlessness and sense of confinement. This relates 
to a felling of depersonalisation.



MOOD N MUSE

Bolaji Badejo: actor of 
Alien in Alien.

Amanda Nguyen: Civil 
rights activist.



COLOUR N FABRIC

Colour is informed by bruises : skin healing. 
Fabrics are natural fibres to suit the raw nature of 
the project.



2D N 3D DEVELOPMENT

Using belts to hold the body in 
uncomfortable positions and underwear 
to drape with. Accentuating and 
distorting  parts of the figure manifests an 
unfamiliarity with one’s own body



Casting body parts reflects an idea 
of an inability to free oneself. 
These are moved around the body 
to create an unrecognisable form .



2D N 3D DEVELOPMENT

Playing with tension through 
stretches and tears to demonstrate 
resistance and escape.



2D N 3D DEVELOPMENT



Draping with underwear inspired by the 
shown art work in which knickers were 
hung on a line across Johannesburg, 
symbolizing the number of sexual assaults 
per year in the area.
Underwear can be a suggestive item but can 
also be an intimate garment in which we 
feel most exposed.



Pattern cutting from the body further 
explores the idea of distorting ones own 
body.



DESIGN PAGES ( 30 FULL LOOKS)





TEXTILE DEVELOPMENT

Making natural dyes from 
beetroot, mint, avocado, 
cabbage, sticklack, cochineal 
and buckthorn bark to create 
bruises on fabric.



Surgical staples, sutures, and scaring are visual representations 
of healing. 

slice

open | close

gather

join

fix



delicate  

grotesque

living | lifeless

solid | fragile

cracked

imprint







LOOK DEVELOPMENT
LOOK2



LOOK DEVELOPMENT
LOOK2





LOOK DEVELOPMENT
LOOK 3







Wrapping bottom of feet in adhesive bandage. Silhouette draws on 
medical splint.
Lace garter which has been submerged in plaster, continuing theme 
of intimate garments.
Mask comes from late 18th century medical equipment used to inhale 
chloroform and alcohol, before anaesthetic. 



LINE UP





ILLUSTRATION AND TECHNICAL DRAWING
LOOK 1

Women’s back cast with muslin ties

Women’s leather jock 

Women’s muslin double 
layer trousers



ILLUSTRATION AND TECHNICAL DRAWING
LOOK 2

Men’s staple coat

Men’s silk slip dress



ILLUSTRATION AND TECHNICAL DRAWING
LOOK 3

Women’s bandage bandeaux

Women’s body pieces dress



ILLUSTRATION AND TECHNICAL DRAWING
LOOK 4

Men’s plaster cast with silk ties



Men’s staple skirt











FOLLOW ON PROJ 1











FOLLOW ON PROJ 2
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Education

2019-present:   University of Brighton 

                            BA (Hons) Fashion with Business

                            Studies

2018-2019:       Manchester Metropolitan 

                            University            

                            BTEC Foundation Diploma in Art                       

                            and Design (Distinction)

2016-2018:       Marple College

                            A levels: Psychology (B), 

                            Photography (B), Fine Art (B)      

2011-2016:       Chapel-en-le-Frith High School

                            GCSEs (3 A*s, 4 As, 2 Bs, 2 Cs,

                            1 M2)         

Experience

Nov 2021-Mar 2022: Aries Arise, London
Design Intern

Collection research|Meeting deadlines|Aware-
ness of multiple projects in multiple departments 
at a time |Creative thinking|Meet with collabo-
rators |Pitching colour ways|Toiling|Hand dye-
ing|Studio organisation|Quick amendments in 
fittings

Nov 2022-present: Private employment
Nanny

Apr 2022-Aug 2022: Anchor House, Newham
Volunteer Administration and Communication 

Volunteer at a charity for homelessness| Commu-
nication with residents and organisations| teach-
ing English language|Writing and presenting 
communication outputs|Speaking on behalf of 
department in large company meetings     

Feb 2020-Feb 2021: Hallmark Care Homes, 
Brighton
Carer

Working in a fast-paced environment |Calm 
management of high-pressure situations|Being 
friendly and approachable|Communicating well 
with staff throughout the home|Sincere commit-
ment to the residents and the role|Taking on the 
roles of other staff and being adaptable to chang-
ing scenarios

Feb 2020-May 2020: Saskia Weir, University of 
Brighton
Design Assistant

Creating layout plans |Sourcing fabrics||Cutting 
pattern pieces

July 2019-Sep 2019: Plan Pictures, Manchester
Styling Assistant

Prepping garments|Taking stock checks|Running 
on shoots|Assisting with layouts

Contact

2katewebb@gmail.com 

07974016716

www.instagram.com/katewebbdesign/

  

Kate Webb

Additional Skills

Design:

Technical:

Business:

Transferable:

Illustration | Visual research |        
Concept boards   | Designing to a brief
|Draping | Hand drawing

Pattern cutting| Use of domestic and 
industrial machines |Use of Adobe 
Suite and Clo 3D

Customer profiling| Market research | 
Costing and projections

Collaboration and teamwork| Prob-
lem solving | Working under pressure

References available on request


